Advanced procedures for labeling of antibodies with quantum dots.
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are proved to be unique fluorescent labels providing excellent possibilities for high-throughput detection and diagnostics. To explore in full QDs' advantages in brightness, photostability, large Stokes shift, and tunability by size fluorescence emission, they should be rendered stable in biological fluids and tagged with the target-specific capture molecules. Ideal QD-based nanoprobes should not exceed 15nm in diameter and should contain on their surface multiple copies of homogeneously oriented highly active affinity molecules, for example, antibodies (Abs). Direct conjugation of QDs with the Abs through cross-linking of QDs' amines with the sulfhydryl groups issued from the reduced Abs' disulfide bonds is the common technique. However, this procedure often generates conjugates in which the number of functionally active Abs on the surface of QDs does not always conform to expectations and is often low. Here we have developed an advanced procedure with the optimized critical steps of Ab reduction, affinity purification, and QD-Ab conjugation. We succeeded in reducing the Abs in such a way that the reduction reaction yields highly functional, partially cleaved, 75-kDa heavy-light Ab fragments. Affinity purification of these Ab fragments followed by their tagging with the QDs generates QD-Ab conjugates with largely improved functionality compared with those produced according to the standard procedures. The developed approach can be extended to conjugation of any type of Ab with different semiconductor, noble metal, or magnetic nanocrystals.